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The oily water from various sources in combined cycle power plants is collected in oil/water separator in
which the oil separates from water due to the density difference. The idea of the presented geometry is taken
from conventional oil/water separators. This paper studies the natural convection of the CuO-water nanoli-
quid in a rectangular cavity with fins attached to the insulated wall and porous media. Discretion of Navier-
Stokes equations is done by Finite Element Method and assumptions are laminar, steady and incompressible
flow. Heat transfer performance and entropy generation are investigated for distinct Rayleigh numbers
(103�105), Darcy numbers (10�2�10�4), and Hartmann numbers (0, 10, 20). Different sizes of the fins are
also studied to show consequences of fin size on heat transfer in cavity. This is the first time that these
parameters and their impacts on Nusselt number and entropy generation are studied for a conventional oil/
water separator cavity. Corollaries demonstrate that increasing Rayleigh number and Darcy number
improves heat transfer performance and average Nusselt number. Nevertheless, Hartmann number has a
reverse effect with average Nusselt number. Finally, a new equation for average Nusselt number is developed
with regard to Rayleigh number, Hartmann number, and Darcy number.

© 2021 Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Conventional liquids like water, ethylene glycol, and oil have
some weaknesses such as low thermal conductivity and viscosity [1].
Utilizing solid particles to ameliorate the thermal performance of
base fluids was the intellectual idea first introduced by Maxwell [2].
Natural and forced convection are two main forms of convective heat
transfer [3] and Natural convection is applicable in various industrial
fields like Heat exchangers, solar collectors, HVAC, and oil recovery.
Investigation of natural convection heat transfer in a cavity is a com-
mon subject for various engineering problems that has been selected
by numerous researchers [4-7]. Dogonchi et al. [8] pursed the issue of
natural convection heat transfer for a circular cavity. Magnetic field
with inclination angle effects in a porous media was studied in their
research. The effects of the fins on natural convection heat transfer
are also considered by some researchers. Xundan Shi et al. [9] studied
the fin’s length and position on natural convection of flow in a square
shape cavity. The blockage impact and the extra heating of the fin
were two competing mechanisms that were studied in different Ray-
leigh numbers. They demonstrated that extra heating mechanism
overweight the blockage by rising Rayleigh number. Different numer-
ical methods are used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. Hatami
[10] utilized finite element method (FEM) to solve governing equa-
tions of a square cavity with two fins. He examined natural convec-
tion of two different nanoparticles (TiO2 and Al2O3) laden in water as
a base fluid. The variable parameters were the nanoparticle volume
fraction and the fin’s length. He demonstrated that TiO2 nanoparticle
with the lengthy fin is the best scenario for increasing average Nus-
selt number. There are also some limited experimental works in this
field of study. Yang Liu et al. [11] questioned enhancing of heat trans-
fer for a cavity issue with two adiabatic fins positioned at the side
walls. Their main variables were the position of the fins and the Ray-
leigh number. They validated their results with shadowgraph experi-
mental results and demonstrated that enhancing of heat transfer is
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Nomenclature

Symbols
c Stream function
Nu Nusselt number
r Density
Da Darcy number
K Permeability
m Dynamic Viscosity
b Volume expansion coefficient
a Thermal diffusivity
’ Nanoparticle volume fraction
T Temperature
m Particle shape
Pr Prandtl number
L Length of cavity
Ra Rayleigh number

Subscripts
nf Nanofluid
c Cold
h Hot
f Fluid
loc Local
FF Fluid flow
HT Heat transfer
PM Porous media
gen Generated
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due to the separation of flow around fins and subsequent interaction
of plums, which are unstable. Another important factor which has a
momentous effect on natural convection heat transfer is porous
media [12]. Hatami et al. [13] introduced heat transfer mathematical
statement for different shapes of circular porous fins. Darcy model
and Runge-kutta method are used for simulation of heat transfer and
temperature distribution in porous fins, respectively. Khanafer et al.
[14] studied the natural convection in a cavity issue with porous fin
adhered to its hot wall. These authors solved the problem for laminar,
steady and incompressible flow and consequences of changing posi-
tion, length and inclination angle of fin from 30� to 150� were pur-
sued. Moreover, new correlations are also introduced for the Nusselt
number. Wael Alkouz et al. [15] proposed a mathematical statement
for Nusselt number in a square shape cavity that has two attached
fins in its hot wall with gaseous flow. They also studied the perfor-
mance of the flow for different parameters such as 0 � Kn � 0.1, 103

� Ra � 106, 1 � Kr � 8000, 0 � e � 1 and 0B � u � 90B.the results
showed a direct relation between Nusselt number and Rayleigh num-
ber. Besides, heat transfer was improved by attaching fins to the hot
wall. Another interesting result was that the effect of porous fin is
superior compared to solid fins. Steady flow regime is another inter-
esting assumption [16,17]. Unsteady flow is also solved by some
researchers. For example; Feng Xu, et al. [18] investigated the issue of
rectangular cavity with adiabatic fin fixed to its sidewall and conse-
quences of transmission from steady to the unsteady flow for a range
106 to 109 of Rayleigh number (Ra). As far as the Ra goes above the
critical value regarding flow conditions and the length of the fin, the
adverse temperature gradient appears in the layer of the flow above
the fin and as a result the unsteady flow is formed. Another absorbing
topic is non-Newtonian fluids which are of interest [19,20]. Waqas
et al. [21] did the numerical simulation for a non-linear Eyring-Powel
nanofluid which is applicable in medical equipment. They explored
the thermophoresis and Brownian aspects of a nanofluid. One of their
most important findings was a new mathematical model for Powell-
Eyring fluid. In another study [22], these authors studied a ferromag-
netic non-Newtonian stream subject to both homogeneous and
heterogeneous reactions. They concluded that increasing the Prandtl
number causes an increase in heat transportation rate. Rehman et al.
[23] investigated the non-Newtonian flow behavior in a T-shaped
cavity. The cavity was partially heated and buoyancy effects were
also considered. The influences of distinct parameters for instance Ra
and Casson fluid parameter on the Nusselt number were studied.
They demonstrated that the heat transfer performance along the cav-
ity increases by increment in Casson parameter. Rehman et al. [24]
carried out a hybrid meshed analysis on a rhombus domain consider-
ing non-Newtonian fluid. They considered no slip boundary condi-
tions at the walls of the enclosure for simplicity of solving governing
equations. One of their most important results was the increment in
heat transfer due to T-shaped fins as a result of increasing the Ray-
leigh number. The effects of heat sink/source and thermal radiation
are other worthwhile factors that are studied by Waqas [25]. He con-
sidered Boussinesq approximation for density variation and con-
cluded that the rate of heat transfer decreases by augmentation of
heat source. Khan et al. [26] studied the effect of heat sink/source and
melting phenomena on the transient flow of a nanofluid. They used
thermophoresis diffusion, Brownian moment mechanisms, and ODEs
to tackle Navier-Stokes equations in numerical analysis and the main
focus of their study was on the changes of Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers.

The idea of geometry for exploring natural convection heat trans-
fer is taken from the geometry of conventional oil-water separators
in combined cycle power plant for this paper. These separators are
gravity type and do separation between oil and water based on the
difference of their molecules density. The molecules of oil come to
the surface of the water due to lower density and make a separate
phase from waste water and will be removed to another pit by
pumps. The fins are put in the way of the flow so that the oil mole-
cules have more time to come up to the surface of the water [27].
Heat transfer performance of the molecules is an important factor to
be studied. Vazquez et al. [28] improved the conventional oil separa-
tor by an experimental batch test and with various runs. They consid-
ered the small gravity oil-water separator (10 L/min) and improved
the efficiency of oil removal from 69% to 82% by a two-step design
procedure. The statistical tools were used to optimize the configura-
tion and size of the small conventional gravity oil-water separator.
They took into account the effects of residence time, overflow rate,
tank dimension, and position and type of baffles. Hafskjold et al. [29]
argued the method of settling regarding the droplet size and realized
that it was not satisfactory. They believed the criterion did not satisfy
the quality of the effluent produced based on the separator dimen-
sions. Arnold [30] introduced two techniques regarding sizing oil-
water separators and showed that the dimensions differ whether the
overflow method is used or retention time theory. Wang et al. [31]
used a new approach in that phase transition effects of lubricant
from liquid to solid mood in oil/water separation porous structure
investigated by setting off phase transition of lubricant from liquid to
solid mood.

Regarding the optimum performance of energy systems, entropy
generation, associated with second law of thermodynamics, is the
best criterion for modeling and optimization of these systems. Heat
transfer, viscous effects and mass diffusion are some sources of
entropy generation [32]. Noghrehabadi et al. [33] investigated behav-
ior and entropy generation of nanoliquid passing over an isothermal
plane with heat source. By modeling dynamic effects of nanoparticles
with slip boundary conditions, their results asserted that thermal dif-
fusion has the biggest share among all sources of entropy generation.
Mahmoudi et al. [34] explored the issue of entropy generation for
trapezoidal enclosure and Cu-water nanofluid. Control volume
method was used to discrete equations. Besides, they used SIMPLE
algorithm for numerical simulation. The effects of some dimension-
less numbers such as Hartmann number (0�100), solid volume



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the geometry (a), mesh (b).
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fraction (0�0.05) and Rayleigh number (104�107) on heat transfer
and entropy generation were studied.

Their results demonstrated that adding nano-sized particles to the
base fluid depreciates entropy generation, however magnetic field
welcomes that. Shahi et al. [35] investigated behavior of nanofluid by
adding CuO to water as base fluid in a rectangular cavity about
entropy generation and natural convection. The heat source’s influ-
ence on entropy generation is also considered in some works. Mah-
moudi et al. [36] perused the heat transfer and entropy generation
for an open cavity by changing position of heat source. Esmaeilpour
et al. [37] pursued consequences of volume fraction and Grashof
number alternation on entropy generation for different patterns of
wavy wall. The results of their graphs revealed a direct relationship
between average entropy and Grashof number increase and an
inverse relationship between average entropy and volume fraction
increase. Calculating the entropy generation for transient solve
would be a controversial issue. Mogharebi et al. [38] assumed natural
convection and entropy generation in transient state. Their main
result showed that maximum amount of entropy takes place at the
onset of the transient state. Voral et al. [39] investigated relationship
between wall thickness and entropy generation for the issue of natu-
ral convection in a rectangular cavity. Ilis et al. [40] changed aspect
ratios of the rectangular cavity to pursue the consequences of geome-
try and thermo-physical parameters on entropy generation.

The principal objective of this paper is studying the effects of
three fins attached to the bottom and top walls of the oil/water sepa-
rator geometry on the heat transfer of CuO-water nanoliquid.
Assumptions are laminar, steady and incompressible flow regime.
Consequences of fin size, Rayleigh number, Hartmann number and
Darcy number on the Average Nusselt number, also entropy genera-
tion of the sided wall, streamlines and isotherms are studied. This
numerical analysis is applicable in power plants and renewable
energy systems. Based on the literature survey, this is the first time
that the natural convection heat transfer of CuO-water nanoliquid is
studied for the conventional oil/water separator enclosure. This anal-
ysis is applicable in HVAC, combined cycle power plants, and renew-
able energy systems such as solar collectors.
Table 1
Water and CuO thermo-physical properties [41].

r(kg/m3) Cp(J/Kgk) k(W/mK)

Pure water 997.1 4179 0.6
CuO 6500 540 18
2. Problem description

The schematic diagram of the oil/water separator cavity with
three fins attached to its insulated walls is shown in Fig. 1. Sam-
ple grid is also added to the figure which is unstructured and is
smaller around fins and walls. The number of cells is around
19,000. The left wall temperature is Th (hot wall) and the right
wall temperature is Tc (cold wall), also it is assumed that these
walls have constant temperature. Two other walls are insulated
with attached fins at the temperature of Th. The Boussinesq
approximation is considered for the density of nanofluid and
assumptions are Newtonian nanofluid, thermal equilibrium and
no slip condition between water and CuO.

Water and CuO thermo-physical features are demonstrated in
Table 1. This information is used during solving the Navier-stokes
equations.

The governing equations for laminar, steady, incompressible flow
of this study are as:

The continuity equation [10]:
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And the energy equation:
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rnf, (rb)nf, snf are defined regarding volume fraction of nanoparticles,
’, and are expressed as:
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Thermal conductivity and effective dynamic viscosity are intro-
duced by Koo and Kleinstreuer (KKL) model [41]:

knf ¼ kstatic þ kBrownian ð8Þ

mnf ¼ mstatic þmBrownian ¼ mstatic þ
kBrownian

kf
�mf

Pr
ð9Þ
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Where;
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Empirical function of t is defined;
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In which the coefficients aj(j = 0, 1, ..., 10) for the present nanofluid
(CuO-water) is defined in Table 2.

Value of this factor for some shapes of nanoparticles is shown in
Table 3. In this paper m is defined as the shape factor.

Dimensionless variables are set as below, to derive non-dimen-
sional form of the governing equations.
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The ultimate non-dimensional form of equations reduces to:
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WhereRa ¼ gbf ðTh�TcÞL3
af nf

, Da ¼ K
L2, andPr ¼

nf
af
.

As shown in Fig. 1, the boundary conditions are:

u ¼ 1 for left wall and fins
u ¼ 0 for right wall

U ¼ V ¼ @T
@Y

¼ 0 for insulated walls

c ¼ 0 for all walls

ð18Þ

On the cold wall, local Nusselt number is defined as:

Nuloc: ¼ �Knf

Kf

@u
@X

ð19Þ

And the average Nusselt number:

Nuavg ¼
Z1
0

NulocdY ð20Þ
Table 2
The coefficients for CuO-water nanoliquid [41].

aj aj

j = 1 �26.5933108 j = 6 48.40336955
j = 2 �0.403818333 j = 7 �9.787756683
j = 3 �33.3516805 j = 8 190.24561009
j = 4 �1.915825591 j = 9 10.9285386565
j = 5 �0.006421858 j = 10 �0.72009983664
Entropy generation for this enclosure is also studied in this paper.
Some sources of entropy generation such heat transfer, viscous flow,
and fluid flow in porous media have a big share, whereas viscous dis-
sipation is negligible because of steady and incompressible flow
assumptions.

Local entropy generation because of heat transfer is:
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For viscous fluid flow:
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Porous media:
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And the effect of magnetic field is neglected for calculation of
entropy generation (Ha=0):

Where, #f is ratio of irreversibility distribution and expressed as:

#f ¼
af

LDT

� �2

:
mf ðTh þ TcÞ

2Kf
ð23Þ

Integration of local entropy generation for overall system volume
makes total entropy generation.

The total entropy generation could be acquired by:

ST;HT ¼ R
S SL;HTdS

ST;FF ¼ R
S SL;FFdS

ST;PM ¼ R
S SL;PMdS

ð24Þ

Summation of above phrases forms total entropy generation:

Sgen ¼ ST ;FF þ ST ;HT þ ST ;PM ð25Þ

3. Methodology

A Finite Element Method (FEM) based on weighted residual
named the Galerkin method and a two-way coordinates are applied
for solving governing equations. FEM divides domain of geometry
into subdomains and recombines sets of element equations [10]. A
two-way coordinate is such that, the conditions in a specific point are
related to both upstream and downstream of that point. The method
of weighted residuals consists of weighting functions. The ultimate
goal of these functions is to make the residual as small as possible. By
selecting these functions, it is possible to have as many equations as
required to evaluate the parameters. Since there are various classes
of weighting functions, it is possible to have more than one version of
the method [43].

4. Validation

Comparing the streamlines with the works of Paroncini and Cor-
varo [44] and Abbasi et al. [45] obtains validation of the present code
and is displayed in Fig. 2. The results demonstrate that the code is in
good agreement with other works and is reliable.

5. Results

The Hartmann number, Darcy number and Rayleigh number
effects on streamlines, isotherms and Nusselt number are studied in
this paper. Impact of m on Nuave. is shown in Table 4. Bladed nano-
particles have the highest performance of heat transfer among other
nanoparticles. Nuave. has the increasing trend by going up the amount
of Rayleigh number and also the platelet particles are superior



Fig. 2. Streamlines comparison among i) current work, ii) Paroncini and Corvaro, iii) Abbassi et al.

Table 3
Amount of m for nanoparticle shapes [42].

Particle shapes Platelet Blade Spherical

m 5.7 8.3 3

Table 4
The effect of m on Nuave.in different Ra when Ha=20,
Da=0.01, and ’ = 2%.

Ra m Nuavg

103 3 1.1751
5.7 1.2283
8.3 1.2722

104 3 1.5393
5.7 1.5909
8.3 1.6322

105 3 3.5292
5.7 3.6202
8.3 3.6974
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compared to spherical nanoparticles. Regarding the results from
Table 4, the bladed nanoparticles are used for this paper to have the
maximum heat transfer.

Shown in Fig. 3 is an analysis of the streamlines for distinct num-
bers of Rayleigh and Hartmann, when Darcy number is 0.01, shape
factor is 8.3, and solid volume fraction is 0.02. The absolute amount
of streamline decreases by increasing the Hartmann number as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 3. Increasing the Hartmann number physically
proves the stronger magnetic field and the stronger magnetic field
decreases the heat transfer and so the streamline. Regarding these
points, the existing cell starts to move downward and the maximum
amount of streamline decreases. The maximum value of streamline
shows the strength of free convection heat transfer. However, by
increasing Ra, the heat transfer and maximum amount of streamline
increases, and the cell is diminished and so there is a smoother heat
transfer within cavity. The contours of isotherms in Fig. 4 reveal the
inverse relationship between Hartmann number and heat transfer.
Also, increasing the Ra grows the uniformity and amount of heat
transfer. These contours demonstrate the temperature distribution
and the share of heat transfer in the overall energy transfer.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show non dimensional velocity components. The
amount of maximum velocity component declines by incrementing
the Hartmann number. This means that magnetic field is constraint
for velocity too. However, the maximum amount of U and V occurs at
Rayleigh 105 which means that these parameters enhance by increas-
ing the Ra. At Ra 103, there is a cell next to the upper wall at the cor-
ner of square for U contours which shows the vortex flow and non-
uniformity. This cell diminishes as the Ra increases and the flow
becomes more uniform with lower losses. Another subtle point is
that at the upper part of the fins, cells with opposite directions start
to form. So the critical points of the enclosure for nanofluid heat
transfer and flow speed is located at these mentioned points.

The effect of Darcy number in different Ra and Ha is also studied
in this paper. Fig. 7 indicates streamlines, and Fig. 8 demonstrates U
velocity when the Ha=0. Darcy number is the non-dimensional
parameter that shows the amount of porous medium’s permeability.
From the physical point of view, this parameter documents the share
of convection respect to the conduction in overall heat transfer in the
enclosure. Whenever the Darcy number is deprecated, the share of
convection reduces and the maximum amount of streamline and the
U velocity decreases. From the moment that the Da declines from
0.01 to 0.0001, the maximum streamline reduces by 99% for Ra=103,
and 93% for the case with Ra=105 and the U-velocity decrements by
97% for Ra=103 and 89% for Ra=105. The similar trend is observed for
the scenarios with Ha=10 and Ha=20 in. Figs 9-12. Regarding the con-
tours of streamlines and U-velocity, the best heat transfer perfor-
mance and the most uniform flow pattern occurs for the case with
Ra=105 and Da=0.01.

The mean amount of Nusselt number on the right cold wall is con-
sidered to compare heat transfer performance for different parame-
ters. As can be seen in Fig. 13, by rising up the Hartmann number, the
Nusselt number decrements which means that heat transfer perfor-
mance depreciates. As a tangible example, the Nuave. lessens by 18%
for the case with Da=0.01, and Ra=105. Nevertheless, when the Da
decreases, the Nusselt number reduction for different Hartmann
numbers reduces and the data are very much close to each other. For
instant, the Nuave. lessens by 0.2% for the case with Da=0.001, and
Ra=105 when the Hartmann number rises from 0 to 20. These results
demonstrate that the effect of Da and Ra on heat transfer becomes
negligible as the Da decreases from 0.01 to 0.0001. From another
point of view, if one traces the Nuave. at the specific amount of Ha
such as Ha=10, by reducing the Darcy number, the amount of Nu
decreases at the same time. That means that Darcy has a direct
impact on the heat transfer rate. For the case with Ha=10, the Nuave.

increases by 41% for Da=0.001 to Da=0.01 when Ra=104.
Another important part of this paper is to inspect the effect of fin

length of heat transfer performance. Fig. 14 reveals the relation of
Nuave. and Ra for three different fin lengths. For two cases of
Ra=103and Ra=104, if the fin length increases from L = 0.25 to
L = 0.75, the natural convection heat transfer improves. For Ra=103,
this increase is 40% and for Ra=104, the improvement is 12%. For
Ra=105, the results show that increasing the fin length has the nega-
tive impact on average Nusselt number. The Nu increases firstly by
moving from L = 0.25 to L = 0.5 but then it has opposite trend when
the fin length changes from L = 0.5 to L = 0.75. Interestingly, by



Fig. 3. Contours of streamlines for different numbers of Rayleigh and Hartmann, when Da=0.01,m = 8.3, f =0.02.

Fig. 4. Contours of isotherms for different numbers of Rayleigh and Hartmann, when Da=0.01,m = 8.3, f =0.02.
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Fig. 5. Contours of U-velocity for different numbers of Rayleigh and Hartmann when Da=0.01,m = 8.3, f =0.

Fig. 6. Contours of V-velocity for different numbers of Rayleigh and Hartmann when Da=0.01,m = 8.3, f =0.02.
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Fig. 7. Contours of streamlines for different numbers of Rayleigh and Darcy when Ha=0,m = 8.3, f =0.02.

Fig. 8. Contours of U-velocity for different numbers of Rayleigh and Darcy when Ha=0,m = 8.3, f =0.02.
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Fig. 9. Contours of streamlines for different numbers of Rayleigh and Darcy when Ha=10,m = 8.3, f =0.02.

Fig. 10. Contours of U-velocity for different Rayleigh and Darcy numbers when Ha=10,m = 8.3, f =0.02.
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Fig. 11. Contours of streamlines for different Rayleigh and Darcy numbers when Ha=20,m = 8.3, f =0.02.

Fig. 12. Contours of U-velocity for different Rayleigh and Darcy numbers when Ha=20,m = 8.3, f =0.02.
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Fig. 13. Nuave. for various Ra and Da whenm = 8.3, f =0.02.

Fig. 14. Effect of fin length on Nuave. when Ha=10, Da=0.01.

Fig. 15. Influence of f on entropy generation in different Da when Ha=0, Ra=10.
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increasing the Ha from 104 to 105, two counter rotating vortexes
appear behind the fins at the fin length L = 0.5. These vortexes are not
yet enough strong to change the rate of heat transfer performance.
But for the fin length L = 0.75, these vortexes become enough strong
to abate the Nuave. and the fluid flow is not uniform anymore.
Regarding the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy is one
of the flow properties that show the irreversibility. The more the
entropy generation is, the less the heat transfer and average Nusselt
will be. Fig. 15 shows the influence of Darcy number and solid
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volume fraction on entropy generation. The Darcy number reveals
the permeability of porous media and if Da increases, the entropy
generation increase. Da physically shows the fluid friction term in
entropy generation formula.

Ultimately, the correlation for Nuave. on the cold wall of the enclo-
sure is introduced. This correlation is in terms of Rayleigh number,
Hartmann number and Darcy number.

Nuave: ¼ 0:29685þ 3:26033� 10�5 � Raþ 0:020903� Haþ 292:14869� Da
�2:37980� 10�7 � Ra� Haþ 7:81145� 10�4 � Ra� Da� 4:18182� Ha� Da
�1:29894� 10�10 � Ra2 � 7:05727� 10�4 � Ha2 � 14274:98122� Da2

ð21Þ

Conclusion

Natural convection heat transfer of the CuO-water nanoliquid in
conventional oil/water separator shaped cavity with porous media is
considered in this paper. The effects of Ha, Ra, Da, solid volume frac-
tion and fin length on Nuave., streamlines, isotherms, velocity, tem-
perature, and entropy generation is studied. The application of this
shape is in combined cycle power plant technology. The FEM is used
to discrete the governing equations and the following results are
achieved:

� For Ra=103 and Ra=104, increasing the fin length results in incre-
ment of Nuave..

� For Ra=105, if the fin length becomes more than L = 0.5, the aver-
age Nusselt number falls regarding vortices behind the fins.

� Increasing the permeability of fluid (Da) enhances the entropy
generation.

� Adding solid particles causes decrease in entropy generation.
� The Nuave. grows by increment of Ra, increasing Da and decreasing
the Ha.

� The maximum amount of streamline is for the case with Ra=105,
Da=0.01, and Ha=0.

� The in-house correlation is derived for the Nuave. regarding Ha, Ra,
and Da numbers.

� The Nuave. lessens by 0.2% for the case with Da=0.001, and Ra=105

when the Hartmann number rises from 0 to 20.
� For the case with Ha=10, the Nuave. grows 41% for Da=0.001 to
Da=0.01 when Ra=104.
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